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1. Why Zoetermeer city? 
 

 

Nested between The Hague and Rotterdam, Zoetermeer is an illustrative self-sufficient new town. 

Zoetermeer is not as internationally well-known as its Dutch sister new town Almere built on the Northern 

polder. But it achieved more success in terms of quality of life; design, image and culture. It progressively 

built an own image and identity, while providing housing, jobs and facilities. In the last decades. It 

successfully shifted from the image of a “dormitory city” to the one of a medium-sized city oriented on 

leisure and sport.  

 

The town was initially designated as growth pole to accommodate the overspill population and alleviate 

the urban pressure of The Hague. It has been built over sea level. Zoetermeer means “Sweet Lake” in Dutch, 

as it was built around a lake and was a water city with canals. The urban layout is a rational one. The town 

center with its retail and services is surrounded by a ring of residential areas. Each one has its own shops 

and services (schools, health centers…). With this kind if design, the idea was to improve the quality of life 

for inhabitants.  

 

Zoetermeer is a municipality in the Dutch province of Zuid-Holland, partly belonging to the Metropolitan 

Region Rotterdam-The Hague. Zoetermeer is located 15 km east of The Hague and 15 km north of 

Rotterdam, along the A12 highway (The Hague-Utrecht) and the main railway line. It is the third largest 

municipality in the province of Zuid-Holland after Rotterdam and The Hague. 

https://www.google.be/imgres?imgurl=http://www.mediware.nl/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/nlflag.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.mediware.nl/fr/vacatures/&docid=s5qQtgzWp-2JFM&tbnid=rMbE4dNp6pdQ2M:&vet=10ahUKEwijn7aw4JPWAhXGaVAKHXREAksQMwgyKA0wDQ..i&w=380&h=247&bih=643&biw=1024&q=Flag%20NL&ved=0ahUKEwijn7aw4JPWAhXGaVAKHXREAksQMwgyKA0wDQ&iact=mrc&uact=8


 

Zoetermeer is emblematic of Dutch urban planning. This latter has been more advanced than in the rest of 

Europe, because the Netherlands had higher population densities, and strong land constraints (part of the 

country’s land was reclaimed from the sea level). Dutch planning integrated stronger aspects of Compact 

City, Integrated Public Transport, Choice Based lettings and Home zones. Furthermore 80% of the funding 

for local local government, comes via the central government.  

 

2. Planning Process(Policy-Plan-implementation) 

 

 

History: Zoetermeer was a settlement before the year 1,000 AD. At that time, it was just a tiny fishing 

village on the banks of a large lake known as the Zoetermeer. But it was this fishing village that became 

the nucleus for the city we know today.  

 

Claiming back land from water: During the 15th century, peat extraction became an important source 

of income. But intensive peat digging resulted in the loss of hundreds of hectares of land that became 

small lakes. And this water formed a continual threat to the houses located on the narrow strips of land 

between these lakes. Reclaiming all these lakes by turning them into polders was achieved during the 

19th century. And the municipality of Zoetermeer was set up in 1935. 

 

In the Netherlands, the central government implemented the growth centres’ policy in the 1970s. 

Growth centres were municipalities designated by the central government and which underwent 

considerable growth in the 1970s-1980s. Over a period of approximately one decade (1975-1985), 

additional financial resources were allocated to these municipalities to compensate the cost of this high 

growth in terms of provision of housing and public services1. 

 

Growth centres were intended to absorb the population growth in urban concentrations, following 2 

core principles2: 

• Large cities were not able to cope with their growth, and thus needed an efficient planning tool to help 

them; 

• Urban concentration would be necessary to prevent an uncontrolled spread across the surrounding 

countryside. This highlighted the need for well-structured new urban poles. 

 

In the Netherlands, 3 different types of operations co-existed3: 

- New neighborhoods, which were built in the 1950s-1960s in the immediate continuity of existing 

agglomerations.  

                                           
1 New Towns Development, Social and Cultural Planning Office of the Netherlands, 2001, p.3. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Merlin P., “Les Villes Nouvelles à travers le monde : essai de typologie”, in International Conference on New Towns, Ministry of 

Housing and Urban Development of Iran, 2005, p.134-135. 



- Accelerated growth of existing small or medium towns (groeikernen), which was decided because of 

the steady urban growth in the 1960s).  

- New Towns created ex nihilo, which benefited from the status of groeikernen while being designed at 

a larger scale. This included cities in the vicinity of Amsterdam such as Almere and Lelystad, but also 

Zoetermeer or Nieuwegein near Utrecht. The aims of New Towns were not only to absorb the growth of 

big cities, but also to become growth poles of their own; for instance, Almere has become the 7th largest 

city in the Netherlands with approximately 180 000 inhabitants while Zoetermeer reached over 120 000. 

 

The Vinex Plan: In 1995, what became known as the Vinex plan committed the country to cope with the 

housing growth and demand for larger homes. Over half of that growth was concentrated in the 

Randstad (the main urban agglomeration of the country) where Zoetermeer is located. Between 1995 

and 2005, the Vinex plan played a key role in increasing the housing stock by 7;5%. The government 

provided 4 billion, 80% of which was for infrastructure to be installed before a third of the housing was 

built. Local governments, and real estate projects had to provide match-funding.  

 

Zoetermeer! The “Sweet Lake” town: Planning and Design: In the 1960ies, the rural village of 

Zoetermeer was designated by national policy as a growth pole (groikern). The population grew from 

7000 initial residents to over 125 0000. Originally Zoetermeer was built to accommodate the growing 

population of The Hague, but its focus changed and inhabitants settled from other cities/towns..  

 

There are two stations along the main railway line.  Zoetermeer is also connected to The Hague with the 

‘Sprinter’ railway line.  This sprinter-line used to ride around the city, making 12 stops on its route. The 

initial Sprinter railway line has progressively been replaced by a soft rail line connecting The Hague and 

Rotterdam 

 

Zoetermeer is situated at the threshold of the green heart of Holland, the central open space of the 

western part of The Netherlands.  The green character is also evident in the town itself. 

The town has been designed as a 

‘compact-city’. Distances are short (resulting in a 

high use of bicycles).  The urban lay-out is 

rational; the Town Centre with shops, services 

and offices is surrounded by a ring of residential 

areas.  Each of them has its own shopping 

centre (combined with a stop on the 

sprinter-line) and its own services and facilities 

(schools, health centres and so on). 

 

Economy is mostly based on service-industry 

with a focus on ICT and special interest 

organisations, government institutions etc.  



Offices are mostly located in the Town Centre and along the main roads; industrial activities are located 

on the east side. 

 

History  

Zoetermeer has existed since the 15th century.  In the 1960’s, the rural village was designated as growth 

pole by a national policy to accommodate the overspill of the urban pressure from The Hague and 

Rotterdam.  Population grew from 7.000 to more than 125.000.  In the first decades Zoetermeer was 

orientated towards The Hague and has attracted inhabitants and companies from that City. The focus is 

now growing towards the larger region.  

Evolution of population: 

1960     7.000 

1970    17.130  

1990    96.234  

2003   114.212   

2011   130.000 

 

Key characteristics of the town are: 

• Green character within the town, green surroundings. 

• Suburban living environment. 

• Compact-city design (short distances), efficient urban lay-out and transport system. 

• Focus on high quality leisure facilities (indoor ski-slope, indoor ice skate-track etc.). 

• Level of education and income slightly above national average. 

• Strong ICT-sector.  

 

Ladder Structure The Master plan 2025 drew up a ‘ladder structure’ with two ‘uprights’ and a number of connecting 

‘rungs’, which will offer a clear zoning principle: the central area, the urban centre, located between the uprights of 

the ladders while the residential areas are located on each side of the ladder.  And areas alongside the ladder, 

offering space for special developments, at the 

junctions: the places where the uprights and the rungs 

meet.  

 

The ladder offers a basis for thought on the sites in 

which Zoetermeer invested. The Master Plan 2025 

makes a link between Zoetermeer’s urban ambitions on 

the one hand and the new spatial structure on the 

other.  In addition to greater accessibility, these 

ambitions include improvement of the living 

environment and the social structure, improving the 

Town’s culture, a healthy financial situation and a 

flourishing business sector. This Master plan, while 

regularly updated, still shapes the future of the city. 

The Ladder Structure 



 

A focus on culture and open space. In terms of culture, Zoetermeer has many high-profile urban amenities, and 

open spaces, such as the Stadshart Shopping Centre and culture offerings such the Stadstheater Theatre, the 

Baztille; the Snow world indoor skiing centre. The town contains sites of historic interest, such as the drainage canals 

and the Old Village. These are preserved restored sites that act as pillars of the urban development. However, open 

spaces dedicated to leisure, relaxation and recreation at neighbourhood level, could be given extra attention. Here 

too, the planners envision a local engagement with the residents.  

 

Integration of the old and new parts: Zoetermeer preserves and enhances historical buildings and their value.  

But modern buildings can also have a value as monuments and therefore cultural icons. They make Zoetermeer a 

town in which the past, the present and the future enrich each another.  

 

The ladder structure, with its recognisable components, enables more effective investment in cultural amenities.  

Large cultural institutions reinforce the role of a recognisable centre, which in turn leads to a more attractive 

environment in which culture can flourish. Within this vision, junctions with the northern upright are allocated a 

specific role geared to relaxation and recreation, leisure and tourism. The Stadshart, the Dorpsstraat and the 

connection between these can act as a promenade and entertainment zone, where new cafes and restaurants will 

wishfully set up. 

 

The cultural identity of Zoetermeer is for a large part determined by the balanced combination of old and new. A 

modern New Town located along the highway and at the same time a historic village along old polder roads. The 

baztille is an old factory building that now is in use by an artist’s association. The sport and leisure later investments 

with snow world (indoor skiing) and Dutch water dreams surfing centre reinforced this trend 

 

Adapting to the social structure: A relatively young community such as Zoetermeer must concentrate on the 

further development of its social structure. The social structure primarily concerns the (public) amenities and the 

extent to which these are used by various groups. The ambition of Zoetermeer was to be a town in which no-one 

is marginalised. The initial planners wanted to invest in a high-quality social ‘infrastructure’. This means: social 

amenities that fulfil their requirements, that are quickly and easily accessible, that can cope with demand and 

respond quickly to changes in the community.  

 

Many improvements need to be made to the social infrastructure, to allow this to better fulfil the requirements of 

modern, independent citizens. For the future, a new policy is drawn up to intensify and diversify the housing stock 

with more than 10.000 dwellings, that have to be built within the current city boudaries, therefore densifying the city. 

This effort is not only about the quantity, but have the ambition to improve the overall quality of life in the city. 

Leisure and green are two important ingredients of this policy. 

 

Zoetermeer will have to make extra efforts to accommodate specific population groups, such as senior citizens and 

young people, people with a high disposable income and weaker economic groups. Several forecast studies 

recommend considering the changing multicultural character of the population, but also the possibly marginalized 

vulnerable groups. A close-knit social structure binds resident more closely to the Town and is a major precondition 

for Zoetermeer’s ambitions. 

 

 



 

A ladder structure combining neighbourhoods: What does the ladder structure add to this ambition?  Basic 

amenities such as schools, childcare, health care, community centres and clubhouses should be part of every 

neighbourhood or estate.  Zoetermeer wished to promote ‘social marketplaces’ here: spaces in which trade, 

relaxation and care reinforce one another.  In terms of amenities that attract visitors from further afield, the 

Municipality is considering the ‘junctions’ within the ladder structure or locations on the northern ‘upright’.  

 

Accessibility can be more easily guaranteed at the junctions – in some cases particularly by car, but often also by 

public transport.  The residents of Zoetermeer profit from amenities such as higher education colleges, as do the 

residents of the surrounding communities and these also increase Zoetermeer’s allure as a town. 

 

 

Environment: An attractive living climate: To retain this number of 130,000 residents, Zoetermeer wishes to offer 

its residents an attractive environment. Zoetermeer will be able to benefit in this respect from its location in the 

green part of the Randstad. The green areas, which feature a lot of water, on the periphery of the Town run into the 

outer residential suburbs. The relationship between the suburbs and the surrounding area will be further reinforced.  

 

Looking to the future, there will be both older residents and young people in the Town. Zoetermeer wishes to start 

building homes that suit newcomers and residents’ requirements in good time. And to ensure a greater variety of 

housing: for people with more to spend and for those who do not wish to or cannot spend as much on 

accommodation.  And affordable homes close to the centre and which are attractive to young people or active 

senior citizens. 

 

After the new part Oosterheem is completed, Zoetermeer will have to find space for another 7,000 homes. These are 

not intended to increase the number of residents of the Town.  They will provide the essential renewal of the 

housing stock and cater for the additional demand for homes ensuing from the anticipated tendency towards 

smaller families – the fact that an increasing number of people do not share their homes.  To find this space, 

Zoetermeer wishes to consult with neighbouring Municipalities.   

An attractive and varied living climate benefits from a less strict division between home and work, home and 

recreation and home and amenities. Extra attention must therefore be devoted to the quality of the built 

environment: the architecture of buildings, the layout of public spaces such as streets, parks and squares.  And to 

specific, easily recognisable identities for the various areas, making it possible to identify the surroundings.  

 

The ladder structure has been a useful tool in achieving this.  The urban centre features different homes and creates 

a different living environment from the quiet residential areas outside of the ladder.  These areas include special 

spaces with a unique character, which can be used by the residents. For example, the urban and green avenues, the 

junctions, the urban centre, the ‘Dorp en Dobbe’ area, the old ribbon developments and drainage canals. And the 

Meerpolder, to which Zoetermeer owes its name.  

 

Economics: Zoetermeer is becoming a new ‘working town’ attractive to companies.  It benefits from good access, 

high level of education of the working population and a reasonably good living environment, which also caters for 

the higher demands of those holding senior positions. desired population for Zoetermeer of 130,000 residents offers 

scope for a further increase to 70,000 jobs, 25,000 more than the current level. 

 



Companies active in the areas of commercial services, information and communication technology (ICT) and interest 

groups have settled in Zoetermeer. Zoetermeer also wishes to attract more companies involved in leisure; culture 

and recreation activities. A significant role in this has been set aside for Zoetermeer as an economic centre in the 

southern part of the Randstad.  Additional commercial space will contribute to the desired healthy financial base 

for the realization of Zoetermeer’s ambitions. 

 

A number of existing business locations are to be modernised and upgraded.  Even so, Zoetermeer will quickly run 

out of space for the realisation of its target of 70,000 jobs. For this reason, the Municipality is seeking potential 

solutions in consultation with neighbouring Municipalities, the Haaglanden Conurbation (Stadsgewest Haaglanden) 

and the Province of Zuid-Holland. 

 

The ladder structure creates economic axes along the uprights and rungs of the ladder and economic centres at 

some of the junctions.  Here, Zoetermeer is creating conditions for the establishment of businesses of Randstad 

quality with access, also from the surrounding region.  The emphasis in this is on the zone along Afrikaweg and the 

A12. 

3. Lessons  
 

 

 

Commitment to planned Growth: On the contrary to new towns in other European countries, Zoetermeer 

benefitted from a consistent commitment of the Dutch central government to develop the area as a priority. 

It was designed as a growth priority area by the Groeikern program, the Vinex plan and then as one of the 

5 Ortega cities in 2012. 

 

Contractual agreements between central and local government; Zoetermeer also benefitted from the 

Dutch system of municipal funding. The new towns are asked to propose plans for housing growth 

expressed as “covenants” in response to government provided grants. The commitments of the new town 

are to concentrate housing where there is already infrastructure, and to provide 30% of social housing.  

 

 

Green spaces; The municipality has devoted seven hundred hectares to green space. Half of this is in the 

form of a widely branching green network that finds its way into all the residential districts, and that can be 

seen as the green lungs of the city. The other half is in the form of large green areas on the city's periphery. 

Meanwhile, the woodlands are being planted. This represents in total (1000 hectares) of wooded nature 

conservation area. Planners also made an imaginative use of water to break up housing areas, promote 

biodiversity and minimize run-off.  

 

Importance of land ownership and public controlled development: The relatively strong position of the 

town is directly dependent on the trust in the planning system. The new towns also played a key role in land 

assembly, often owning key sites or enabling different ownerships to be pooled. Though the 1995 Vinex 

plan has led to private developers buying up sites in areas expected to grow, it was the municipality that 



drew up plans and set the values. Another example is how the municipality funds the infrastructure. The 

Oosterheem area, final extension of Zoetermeer was a good financial opportunity for the municipality: the 

latter indeed charged 20% of the sales value (and 28% for the expensive homes). This system is similar in 

Belgium. Like in France and elsewhere in Europe, municipalities benefitted from low interest rates from 

financial institutions to build the initial infrastructure.  

 

Delineation of roles: While the developments are carried out by experienced housing developers, by 

housing corporations, or by commercial developers, the basic infrastructure has been provided by the local 

authority. A contract is drawn up which provides security and minimizes the risk. The contracts for public 

private partnerships were however considered challenging in identifying what organization would cover 

main risks in terms of development and infrastructure.    

 

Team working and neighborhood management: The planning is ensured at neighborhood level by small 

multi-disciplinary teams. The project bureau was initially responsible for the major schemes, and was 

disbanded when the scheme was complete. This includes not just planners and real estate experts, but also 

communication specialists.  

 

The environment: Preservation of the environment and climate change are among the priorities of 

Zoetermeer, also because it is built under sea level. The town built an entire sustainable mass public 

transport, in addition to bike and pedestrian areas. Zotermeer is also “an Energy city” with wind turbines and 

combined heat district systems. It hosted the first local energy agency of the Netherlands. Eco-construction 

materials and retrofitting of houses are also promoted. Finally, the town is working with schools and 

residents on sustainability. The town could be among the first European towns flooded by a rise of sea level 

triggered by climate change.  

 

Sport and Culture: The town has invested in high quality leisure facilities that increase the participation of 

young people (indoor ski-slop Snow World, indoor ice skate track, surf training center) Dutch Water dreams. 

 

 

Transport and Compactness: The town has been designed as a compact city. Travelling distances are 

relatively short in comparison with European New Towns from the same period. It benefits from a dense 

network of cycle tracks and pedestrian areas. But the main investment took place in the new light rail system 

connecting Zoetermeer to both The Hague and Rotterdam, which progressively replaced the sprinter train 

line. It makes it easier for local inhabitants, as well as for commuters to access their work places and the 

shopping centers, without being dependent on their cars.  

 

Maintenance: The urban infrastructure in Zoetermeer needed a substantial renewal in the 2010s because 

the buildings dated from the 1960ies were aging in the same phase. The town center has been entirely 

redeveloped. The town also had to adapt its social facilities to welcome newcomers and accommodate all 

sectors from the population (elderly, young people, high income group and lower income group categories 



of citizens).  

 

Image and identity: An obstacle that Zoetermeer is facing is the difference between the town identity and the 

image of the town perceived by the ‘outside world’, a problem which exists in many New Towns.  The 

outsiders have an image, often based on prejudice or stigmas from the past.  

In the planning phase, a great deal was invested in high quality communications such as models and films, 

in visitor centres. Zoetermeer also has its own museum; its own video game distributed in all Dutch schools, 

ICT innovative initiative and a strong focus on sport and leisure.  

Events also play a major role in improving the city image. These combined initiatives have an enormous 

benefit, not only in terms of economics but also in terms of social cohesion, as well as to help Zoetermeer 

become a well-known town in the Netherlands. Promoting the existing strong points of the Town, even with 

small projects and investments, is a wise city-branding policy, while attempts to create a new cosmetic 

image that is not based on the Town qualities requires huge investments and may not have expected 

impact on the Town itself. 

 
 

Zoetermeer Town centre ⓒ 

Zoetermeer Communication Department  

Zoetermeer waterways 

ⓒ Ron Jenner 
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Zoetermeer residential area 

ⓒ Zoetemeer Communication Department 

Concert in Zoetermeer 

ⓒ Zoetermeer Communication Department 
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